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Abstract. A discussion of methodologies for nonlinear geophysical inverse problems is
presented. Geophysical inverse problems are often posed as optimization problems in a finite-
dimensional parameter space. An Earth model is usually described by a set of parameters
representing one or more geophysical properties (e.g. the speed with which seismic waves travel
through the Earth’s interior). Earth models are sought by minimizing the discrepancies between
observation and predictions from the model, possibly, together with some regularizing constraint.
The resulting optimization problem is usually nonlinear and often highly so, which may lead
to multiple minima in the misfit landscape. Global (stochastic) optimization methods have
become popular in the past decade. A discussion of simulated annealing, genetic algorithms and
evolutionary programming methods is presented in the geophysical context. Less attention has
been paid to assessing how well constrained, or resolved, individual parameters are. Often this
problem is poorly posed. A new class of method is presented which offers potential in both the
optimization and the ‘error analysis’ stage of the inversion. This approach uses concepts from
the field of computational geometry. The search algorithm described here does not appear to be
practical in problems with dimension much greater than 10.

1. Introduction

All of our present knowledge about the Earth’s interior is derived from observations collected
at the surface. Therefore measurements are always indirect, and there exists an inverse
problem in retrieving information about physical properties at depth.

Inverse problems are not restricted to the geo-sciences, and occur in nearly all scientific
disciplines, e.g. medical imaging and nondestructive testing. In some cases the similarity
between inverse problems has allowed innovative techniques to be applied to diverse
situations. For example the success of x-ray (and later acoustic) tomography in medical
imaging, in the 1970s, inspired the early attempts at two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)
seismic tomography of Earth structure in the early 1980s. (See Nolet 1987, Thurber and
Aki 1987, Iyer and Hirahara, 1993 for summaries. See also Trampert 1998.) Seismic
tomography has since become one of the most commonly used techniques in both exploration
and global seismology.

The amount of reliable information that can be retrieved on the Earth’s structure depends
heavily on the limitations of the underlying inversion techniques. Two important features
of nearly all geophysical inverse problems is that they are nonunique and nonlinear. Non-
unique means that more than one set of unknowns, and usually an infinite class, fit the data
equally well and there is no direct way to decide which is closer to the truth. Nonlinear
means that the observations (e.g. the arrival times of prominent phases on a seismogram)
and the parameters of interest (e.g. seismic properties of rocks at depth) are such that small
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variations in the latter may induce large variations in the former. Each of these factors pose
severe problems for characterizing the solution of an inverse problem (see Snieder 1998).

In the past two decades geophysical inversion has consisted, to a large extent, of
the development of linearized techniques for nonlinear problems. Linearized techniques
iteratively improve upon an initial guess at the unknown parameters using local derivative
information (see Menke 1989). Often derivative calculations are very expensive and
unfortunately there is no guarantee that the iterations will converge to an acceptable model
(i.e. set of unknowns). Even if convergence is achieved the resulting model may be far
from the true model, have a limited fit to the data, and a strong dependence on the initial
guess at the unknown parameters. If the level of nonlinearity is severe, then two or more
entirely different classes of model may exist which satisfy the data. In this case linearized
methods usually fail, and more global (direct sampling) approaches must be used. (Reviews
of geophysical inverse theory for linearizable problems can be found in Parker (1977),
Tarantola (1987) and Menke (1989).)

Direct inversion methods based on sampling of a parameter space avoid the limitations
of linearization and require only that a model can be assessed for its fit to the data. The set
of unknowns is represented as a model vector in a parameter space. In nearly all cases a
simple scalar misfit is used to measure the discrepancy between observations and theoretical
predictions from the model. The misfit function forms a multidimensional ‘landscape’
through which an algorithm must navigate. Usually the inherent nonuniqueness of the
problem and presence of errors in the data mean that if one model fits the data then an
infinite number of models will fit the data. In a direct sampling approach one (hopes) to
tackle the nonuniqueness of the problem explicitly by seeking out all classes of model that
fit the observations. The second stage of the inversion would then be to extract information
on model parameters from examining this complete class of potential solutions. For example
this might be achieved by trying to determine properties or features shared by all satisfactory
models which have been obtained in the search stage.

In practice most problems involve a large number of unknowns (i.e. tens–thousands of
parameters), and even with a crude discretization of each parameter axis, this quickly leads
to an astronomical number of feasible models, sometimes up to 10100. In these cases it is
not possible to sample all models and search techniques for satisfactory data fit based on
randomized (stochastic) sampling are always more efficient. If the cost of evaluating the
misfit function is large and the dimension of the space high, it becomes increasingly difficult
to address questions of error analysis, nonuniqueness and trade-offs between unknowns.
Often one is reduced to merely finding the best data fitting model and estimate errors using
linearizing approximations. The question of how best to deal with the ‘error analysis’ stage
of the inversion (or which hypotheses to test) in cases where direct sampling methods are
appropriate is an active area of research.

This paper is concerned with stochastic sampling methods, usually called Monte Carlo
methods. By this we mean any algorithm which uses probabilistic decisions to search a
parameter space, usually for models with higher data fit. In the next section we summarize
the development and use of these methods as applied to geophysical problems. The methods
popular in the geo-sciences can be (loosely) divided into three types, namely, simulated
annealing, genetic algorithms, and evolutionary programming. We briefly describe and
compare each approach. In the subsequent section we discuss the underlying concepts
upon which these methods are based and this motivates us to present a new class of
stochastic sampling method which possesses some features similar to the above methods,
but is conceptually simple and easier to use. To illustrate the concepts behind the new
approach we design a simple algorithm and demonstrate its use with a numerical example.
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We do not expect this particular algorithm to be practical for problems with dimension much
greater than 10. However, the general concepts appear to hold much potential for problems
of this kind. It is our aim to provide an overview of the previous work and suggest some
future directions in direct sampling methods, as applied to geophysical inverse problems.
In this way it is hoped that readers in other fields will contribute to the argument.

2. Monte Carlo methods in geophysics

Monte Carlo methods are not new to geophysics. Keilis-Borok and Yanovskaya (1967) first
presented the approach, Press (1968) used a uniform Monte Carlo sampling procedure to
derive one-dimensional (1D) density profiles within the Earth from free oscillation data,
and Wiggins (1969) applied a Monte Carlo procedure to the inversion of seismic body-
wave data. Anderssen (1970), and Anderssen and Senata (1971) considered its role in
addressing questions of nonuniqueness and interpretation of results. These early works
stimulated interest among geophysicists in Monte Carlo methods. However, they were
largely based on uniform sampling of the parameter space which becomes inefficient when
the dimensionality of the space (i.e. number of unknowns) is large.

The method known as simulated annealing (Kirkpatricket al 1983) was introduced to
geophysicists by Rothman (1985, 1986), and has become very popular. For a recent survey
of geophysical papers see Sen and Stoffa (1995), and for detailed descriptions see Aarts
and Korst (1989). This approach is motivated by a natural optimization process, namely
thermodynamic annealing in crystalline solids. The basic method is to find the global
minimum of the misfit function by generating a sequence of models in a way that mimics
thermal equilibrium. A control parameter (usually called temperature) is used to control the
sequence, and by ‘slowly’ lowering its value the system settles into its global minimum (in
misfit). The powerful feature of this algorithm is its demonstrated ability to jump out of
local minima in the data misfit function.

A ‘move class’ algorithm is needed to generate the next model in the sequence. Two
types are common, known as theMetropolis algorithm(Metropoliset al 1953) and theheat
bath algorithm (Geman and Geman 1984). In the former the next model in the sequence
is generated by perturbing the previous model in a restricted region, which is usually along
one parameter axis, say theith. The perturbed model is accepted if its fit to the data is
improved. Otherwise it may still be accepted depending on the result of a random decision.
The probability of acceptance is determined by the temperature value. At high temperature
poorer fits are readily accepted, while at lower temperature they are less likely to be accepted.
If a perturbation is rejected then the previous model is retained and the sequence begins
again, usually by considering the next,(i + 1)th parameter axis in the same way.

In contrast to the Metropolis algorithm, which involves two stages, the heat bath is a
one-step procedure. In this case the next model vector in the sequence is chosen by assigning
a probability density function (PDF) over a limited region about the current model. Again
the most common type is along theith parameter axis passing through the current model.
A perturbed model is generated by drawing a random number according to this distribution
and replacing theith parameter with this new value. The process is then repeated for the
next parameter and so on. For each unknown the probability density function depends on
both the misfit value and the current temperature. Usually it is constructed by evaluating the
misfit function at discrete intervals along the parameter axis. Note that at each step of the
heat bath method the misfit function must be calculated a number of times, but a new model
(with one parameter changed) is always generated, whereas in the Metropolis method the
misfit function is evaluated only once, but the new model may be rejected. Rothman (1986)
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concluded that for the residual statics problem in seismology, the heat bath approach was
superior because of the extremely high number of rejections produced by the Metropolis
algorithm. In both cases the misfit function must be generated a large number of times
before a model vector is obtained with all its elements changed. After one cycle through
all axes the heat bath approach produces a complete new model which is considered to be
statistically uncorrelated with the previous model, whereas in the Metropolis approach the
models are still correlated.

Many variants of the simulated annealing algorithm have been developed, (e.g. Ingber
1989), and work has been done on finding optimal strategies for lowering the temperature
parameter (Nulton and Salamon 1988, Andersenet al 1988). A recognized drawback is the
phenomenon known as ‘critical slowing down’ which occurs because the computation time
of the algorithm can become dominated by the grid size used. Strategies have also been
put forward to overcome this effect (Broweret al 1989).

The second type of direct sampling method to attract the attention of geophysicists
was genetic algorithms. Originally developed by Holland (1975), they were popularized
for geophysical problems by Stoffa and Sen (1991), Gallagheret al (1991), Wilson and
Vasudevan, (1991) Sen and Stoffa (1992) and Sambridge and Drijkoningen (1992). Again
many variants exist, but the basic approach is to drive an entire population of models towards
better data fit simultaneously. Again stochastic decisions are involved, and the algorithm is
motivated by another natural optimization process, namely evolution. One iteration of the
basic method involves three stages usually calledselection, crossoverand mutation. Each
of which involve some ‘tuning’ parameters to be chosen by the user. The overall effect is
to produce a new population of offspring models which in some sense possess properties
of the successful models of the previous generation (i.e. the ones with better data fit). One
iteration of the procedure requires an evaluation of the misfit function for each model in the
old population. The inclusion of a form of evolutionary pressure, or ‘survival of the fittest’,
drives the population towards lower regions of the misfit landscape. The mechanisms used
to implement selection pressure and combine characteristics of models can be crucially
important to the overall effectiveness of the algorithm. For a discussion on many of the
relevant issues see Goldberg (1989).

An important difference between this type of method and simulated annealing is that
it works by driving a population of models simultaneously and not through a sequence
of perturbations to a single model. This basic difference indicates that genetic algorithms
try to make use of a more global sampling of the parameter space at each stage, whereas
simulated annealing uses quasilocal information to meander through the misfit landscape in
search of better fitting models. This is a general observation, it does not imply that one
will necessarily be a better optimizer than the other, but merely that they work in different
ways. Several comparisons have been made between the two approaches (see Ingber and
Rosen 1992, Scaleset al 1992, Sen and Stoffa 1995). Conclusions on relative performance
differ between applications and authors. An unsatisfactory feature of many of the variants
of simulated annealing and genetic algorithms is that they inevitably introduce extra tuning
parameters, or design features, that must be chosen in anad hocmanner. This is particularly
true of genetic algorithms. Usually proposed variants work well in a particular problem but
may not translate well to other inverse or global optimization problems.

Recently evolutionary programming methods (Fogel 1962, Fogelet al 1966) have
begun to find applications in geophysics. Minsteret al (1995) have used the approach for
earthquake hypocentre location. This method is similar to a genetic algorithm in many
respects except for an absence of the crossover stage. At each iteration a population
of models are perturbed often using a Gaussian random variable in either one or more
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dimensions of the parameter space. Models are then selected in a probabilistic manner
(using data fit) from the set of perturbed models and the original (parent) models. As with
a genetic algorithm competition forces the fitter models to survive on average while the
poorer models in the population are removed. The absence of the crossover stage means
that information is not shared between models, nevertheless it seems that the approach is
capable of navigating towards good data fitting models in landscapes with multiple minima.
However, at present experience with this approach in geophysical problems is very limited.

3. Ensemble inversion rather than optimization

In the discussion of direct sampling methods above, the objective of the inverse problem was
stated as to somehow ‘extract information from all models found that fit the data adequately’.
Global optimization techniques were presented as ways of generating an ensemble of ‘good’
models. If one or more models can be found which fit the data adequately then it is tempting
to simply examine the best data fitting model. However, it has long been known that this
is at best only one part of an inverse problem (and in some cases it may be a meaningless
part). The nonuniqueness, trade-offs and constraints placed on the estimated unknowns are
often more important to understand than the features of the best data fitting model. It is
often more useful to answer questions such as ‘What properties do all acceptable models
share?’ rather than ‘What does the best model look like?’ (Parker 1977). Kennett and
Nolet (1978), Kennett (1978), Dosso and Oldenburg (1991) and Vascoet al (1993) have
all taken this view and proposed methods for analysing the ensemble of acceptable models,
primarily using cluster analysis techniques.

An alternative framework used to address ‘error analysis’ issues is Bayesian inference.
This statistical view of inverse problems is fully described by Tarantola (1987) and Duijndam
(1988a, 1988b). In essence the problem becomes one of replacing the misfit landscape with
ana posterioriprobability density (PPD) function on the unknown parameters. This function
incorporates alla priori information and our best estimates of all types of error present in
the problem. Quantities of interest are then expressed as integrals over this multidimensional
space. For example each element of thea posteriori model co-variance matrix becomes,

Ci,j = 1

ν

∫
M

mimjf (m) dm− 〈mi〉〈mj 〉 (1)

where〈mi〉 denotes the mean value of theith unknown, which is itself an integral,

〈mi〉 =
∫
M

mif (m) dm (2)

f (m) is the PPD, andν is the normalizing constant,

ν =
∫
M

f (m) dm. (3)

Each of the sampling methods above results in an ensemble of models, hopefully biased
towards the parts of parameter space with low misfit (or high PPD). In this case each
model is assigned a value of probability density and contributes to the numerical estimates
of the integrals, which contrasts with the previous approach where one analyses only the
‘satisfactory models’. Since all of the above integrals are of the form,

I =
∫
M

g(m)f (m) dm (4)
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whereg(m) represents the remaining parts of the integrands in equations (1)–(3), then for
N samples the Monte Carlo estimate of (4) is,

IMC = 1

N

N∑
k=1

g(mk)f (mk)

ρ(mk)
(5)

whereρ(m) is the density function of the ensemble of models. The closer the density
of the samples is to the PPD the faster the Monte Carlo integral will converge to the true
integral, i.e. as a function ofN . Ideally we would like the sampling density to be equal
to the PPD. In this case all integrals of the form (4) can be easily evaluated, otherwise an
estimate of the density must be available. Therefore to be useful for the inference problem
rather than just the optimization problem the objective of direct sampling methods should
be to importance sample the PPD.

A number of authors have estimated integrals of this kind (Cary and Chapman 1995, Sen
and Stoffa 1991, Nolte and Frazer 1994, Mosegaard and Tarantola 1995, Lomax and Snieder
1995, Mosegaard 1998). In those cases where uniform Monte Carlo sampling is used the
density is just a constant and disappears from the integrals, however, the sampling becomes
extremely inefficient in high dimensions. For genetic algorithms the density distribution
of the samples is not known, and will certainly vary, depending on how the algorithm is
implemented. For simulated annealing it is known that under ideal conditions an ensemble
can be collected which is distributed according to the PPD (see e.g. Rothman 1985). When
viewed in this light the simulated annealing is often called a Gibb’s sampler or Markov
chain Monte Carlo technique (see Sen and Stoffa 1995, Mosegaard and Tarantola 1995). In
practice the number of models in the (PPD) ensemble produced by simulated annealing is
often very much smaller than the models for which the misfit function has been evaluated.
The reason for this ‘loss factor’ is that for the models to be distributed according to the PPD
they must bestatistically independent. The heat bath algorithm in SA produces independent
samples directly, whereas a further selection stage (i.e. pruning) is required to produce
independent samples with the Metropolis algorithm. All intervening models are statistically
dependent and cannot be used. Both methods, therefore, have an inherent loss factor, which
can easily be 1000 to 1 or more depending on the dimensionality of the parameter space.

Methods to generate samples according to a desired multidimensional density function
is an active area of research in statistics (for a review see Gelfand and Smith 1990, Smith
1991). A feature of all methods is the high number of PPD evaluations per final model in
the ensemble. This inherent difficulty in generating PPD samples has forced geophysicists
to look for other, more heuristic means of assessing the constraint on unknowns. These
include sequentially displaying a large number of acceptable models (Korenet al 1991),
plotting the spread of the acceptable data fitting models (Lomax and Snieder 1995, Shibutani
et al 1996) and other projection methods (Basu and Frazer 1990).

4. The neighbourhood approximation

Here we outline some new concepts in global optimization and inversion which are
motivated by the following question: ‘How can we make use of all models in parameter
space, regardless of their distribution, for which the misfit function has been evaluated?’.
All of the methods described above either use inefficient sampling (uniform Monte Carlo,
or grid search), produce an unknown distribution (genetic algorithms and evolutionary
programming), or throw away a large proportion of samples in order to approximate the
distribution as the PPD (simulated annealing or Gibbs sampler). Furthermore, in the last
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case there is often little way of telling how accurate the approximation is. The answer to
the question is that in order to take all information into account in evaluating integrals of
the form (4), then there must be some way of evaluating the density of the distribution at
each sample. Density estimation is an under-determined problem. The 2D case is much
studied in statistics. However, little work has been carried out in higher dimensions. Here
we suggest that the geometrical construct known as a ‘Voronoi cell’ may provide an answer
to this problem.

Voronoi cells have been known for many years (Voronoi 1908). They have been
rediscovered in a number of different fields and are primarily studied in the field of
computational geometry. A survey of their many properties and variants can be found
in Okabeet al (1992). Recently they have been used in 2D and 3D geophysical problems
(Braun and Sambridge 1995, 1997, Sambridgeet al 1995). For any distribution of
points (nodes) Voronoi cells are defined as the region about each node (in any number
of dimensions) which is closer to that node than any other node. For Euclidean distance in
2D they are polygons whose edges are perpendicular bi-sectors between pairs of nodes, in
3D they are convex polyhedra, in higher dimensions they are convex polytopes.

Even though Voronoi cells are conceptually simple, they possess some powerful
properties. Regardless of the dimension, or how uneven or anisotropic the nodal distribution
may be, the Voronoi cells always form local ‘neighbourhoods’ about each node, whose size
(area, volume, etc) automatically grows, shrinks or changes shape depending on the local
nodal density. (Examples in 2D are shown in figures 2(a)–(c).) This means that they can be
used to produce an approximation to the PPD in the entire parameter space, i.e. by setting
the value of the PPD in each cell to be equal to the known PPD at the node defining that
cell. We call this the ‘neighbourhood approximation’. Since the approximation is based on
Voronoi cells it takes on their properties, i.e. where the cells are large it represents only
long wavelength variations, and where the cells are small (high nodal density) it can rapidly
respond to changes in the PPD. Using this approximation we have,

ρ(mk) = V −1
k (6)

i.e. the nodal density at any point is given by the reciprocal of the Voronoi cell volume. In
which case equation (5) becomes,

IMC = 1

N

N∑
k=1

g(mk)f (mk)V
−1
k . (7)

Evaluation of (7) requires the ratio of the volumes of the Voronoi cells to be determined,
which can be done with numerical integration methods (e.g. Flournay and Tsutakawa 1989).
However, this is likely to become computationally expensive in high dimensions. This is a
nontrivial task and the subject of ongoing work. For the remainder of this paper we restrict
our attention to the use of Voronoi cells for the global optimization part of the inverse
problem.

Since the neighbourhood approximation is completely space filling, and is uniquely
defined for any number of samples, it may be used for global optimization in the following
way. We first generate a set ofn samples from any method (e.g. uniform sampling) and then
generate a new set ofn samples so that they are independently distributed according to the
current neighbourhood approximation of the PPD. The new samples will be concentrated in
the regions of parameter space which have lower misfit (i.e. higher PPD), as given by the
current ‘best estimate’ of the PPD based on all available information. We then update the
approximation and generaten more samples. As iterations proceed the PPD approximation
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will be refined and each new generation will be concentrated in the ‘better’ parts of the
PPD landscape.

This is a conceptually simple approach containing only one tunable parameter, i.e. the
sample size,n. As with previous methods the algorithm is stochastic, but in contrast each
new population is directly guided by all previous samples (through the approximate PPD). A
number of methods are available for generating a sample according to the approximate PPD
(see Gelfand and Smith 1990, Mosegaard and Tarantola 1995). Note that in this procedure
the evaluation of the misfit function is effectively replaced with a solution to the nearest
neighbour problem, i.e. find the node (previous model) which is closest to a given point in
parameter space. In geophysical problems it is almost always much faster to solve the latter
than the former. To illustrate how the algorithm works we present a numerical example.

4.1. A numerical example

To illustrate how a neighbourhood algorithm can be used for global optimization we use
a simple 2D example (following Lomax and Snieder 1995). Figure 1 shows a synthetic
PPD landscape generated using the topography of the Snowy Mountains region in south
east Australia. Figure 2(a) shows an initial set of 100 samples generated using a Sobol–
Antonov–Saleev quasirandom sequence. (This is a better uniform ‘random’ generator of
points than the common pseudorandom number generators commonly in use. See Press
et al 1992, for details.) At the next iteration 100 new samples are generated (according
to the 100 node neighbourhood PPD approximation) using the heat bath algorithm. To do
this we start a random walk from the centre of the space and construct the intersection of
the PPD with thex-axis passing through this point. (In practice we approximate this 1D
function by discretizing the axis and find the Voronoi cell at each point along the axis. In
this case we use 100 points along the axis.) We can then generate a newx-value for the
current point according to our 1D conditional PPD approximation using standard techniques
(Presset al 1992). The process is then repeated along they-axis through the updated point
and so on until 100 new points have been generated. The next 100 points are generated in
a similar fashion using the first 200 Voronoi cells, and so on.

The situation after 500 new points have been generated is shown in figure 2(b), and
after 1000 new points in figure 2(c). Note that as the new cells are generated they

Figure 1. Synthetic PPD surface used in the numerical
example. The surface was generated using the
topography field in south eastern Australia. Darker
contours represent higher values of the PPD. The global
maximum lies in the middle of the three dark contours
in the central part of the figure.
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Figure 2. (a) The initial 100 samples, and their
Voronoi cells, used in the numerical example. The
samples were generated using a 2D Sobol–Antonov–
Saleev quasirandom sequence. (b) The Voronoi cells
produced after 500 new samples have been generated
by the search algorithm. Note how the regions of higher
PPD (darker regions in (a) are progressively sampled
more finely, while the lower regions are less sampled.
(c) Same as (b) but after 1000 new samples have
been generated (10 iterations). The algorithm uses all
previous samples to guide the search for better models.

concentrate in regions of high topography (this is a maximization problem). Figure 3
shows the neighbourhood approximation to the landscape and should be compared with
figure 1. All main peaks have been identified and the global maximum (middle of three
dark contours) closely sampled. A gradual improvement in the approximation of the PPD
guides the algorithm to sample about all maxima in the landscape. The first question to ask
is how dependent is the performance on the size of the sample? Figures 4(a) and (b) show
the results of the same procedure applied to a sample size of just two (n = 2). As one might
expect the regions of the space with lower PPD are sampled less, but interestingly enough
the algorithm does not appear to have become trapped in any one local maximum. All are
sampled equally well. Asn increases the algorithm will favour exploration of the space
over exploitation of the current information in the PPD. However, in this 2D example the
lower PPD parts of the landscape are reproduced crudely while the higher parts are sampled
with increasing resolution (figure 4(a)). In this case then the sample size does not appear
to have affected the overall performance.

This is merely a simple 2D example that illustrates how the algorithm works. It is
designed to importance sample the PPD. Optimization is, in a sense, a byproduct of this.
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Figure 3. The approximate PPD produced by the 1100
samples in figure 2(c). Compare with the true PPD in
figure 1. The resolution is increased in the regions with
higher PPD.

Figure 4. (a) Voronoi cells of the 1002 samples produced with an initial sample size of 2
(i.e. 500 iterations). The figure is similar to figure 2(c) although the edge cells are larger.
(b) The approximate PPD produced by the cells.

The only lengthscales the algorithm ‘sees’ in the parameter space are given by the sizes of
the Voronoi cells. Therefore it does not use truly local information in the way that a gradient
optimization method does. Nevertheless its optimization performance in two dimensions is
encouraging.

If this algorithm is to be useful for geophysical problems, then it must be practical in
higher dimensions (between 5 and 100 dimensions would be useful). It turns out that there
is a major problem with extending this particular algorithm to higher dimensions. Before
expanding on this point it is worthwhile to first consider the cost of the nearest neighbour
search in high dimensions.

Contrary to what one might expect, the search for nearest neighbours in high dimensions
proves not to be the limiting factor. This is because we avoid the obvious brute force search,
which would be expensive. A much better approach is to do the following. We first store
the sum of the square distances of each node to the initial 1D axis. The distance of any node
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to any point along the axis can then be found by simply summing two scalars, i.e. there is
no loop over dimension. (Obviously the need to calculate square roots can be avoided by
simply comparing the squares of distances to find the nearest neighbour.) The stored set
of perpendicular squared distances can be updated for the next 1D axis using a single loop
over dimension. In this way the ‘nearest neighbour’ search problem is drastically reduced in
cost, and becomes practical even in high dimensions. This means that performing a random
walk through a Voronoi cell in high dimensions may remain quite practical.

The main difficulty which affects the sampling algorithm is that the minimum sample
size required for the algorithm to work is very sensitive to dimension. Even though the
smallest sample size of 2 seemed to work well in the 2D example, this is not true in higher
dimensions. Our experiments show that much larger sample sizes are required because the
algorithm relies on a global sampling of the space to obtain a good enough approximation
to the PPD that will drive further models. It turns out that in higher dimensions it is very
difficult to obtain a good enough global sampling of the parameter space without drastically
increasing the sample size.

To illustrate the point we perform an experiment. We generate uniform random points
in a multidimensional space and count the average number of natural neighbours about each
node. Two nodes are natural neighbours if their Voronoi cells share a common boundary
(see figure 2). Figures 5(a) and (b) show the results of tests in up to 10 dimensions. As
the number of nodes increases the space begins to saturate and the average number of
natural neighbours tends to a constant. It is clear from figure 5(b) that the number of points
required to reach saturation increases exponentially with dimension. For example, in five
dimensions the space has filled up with only about 200 points, but for 10 dimensions the
space is still far from saturation (hence undersampled) with 1000 points. For the algorithm
to perform well, then (ideally) the sample size should be big enough to achieve saturation,
and this becomes increasingly difficult as the dimension increases. In effect the density of
the nodes becomes very small in high dimensions and the approximation of the PPD used
by the algorithm becomes relatively featureless. Convergence is therefore extremely slow.

This particular neighbourhood algorithm is therefore unlikely to be useful in very high-
dimensional parameter spaces. Lomax and Snieder (personal communication) have reported
convergence of a very similar approach in nine dimensions, and figure 5(b) suggests
that the sample size will need to grow rapidly in higher dimensions. Nevertheless, the
neighbourhood approximation to the PPD contains some very appealing properties and
provides a basis for future work in this area. Sambridge (1998) has extended the work
presented here and developed alternative algorithms for the optimization and error analysis
stage of the inversion based on these concepts, which appear to be suitable for much higher
dimensional problems.

5. Summary

Our objective in this paper has been to present some of the relevant issues in nonlinear
(Monte Carlo) inversion algorithms as known by the geophysical community. We have
briefly discussed the popular Monte Carlo methods and suggested that they all have
deficiencies in that they do not make use of all the information available for the assessment of
trade-offs and resolution. In this paper we have provided no answers but some suggestions of
where future progress might be made. The Voronoi cell concept is simple and powerful. We
have shown how it might lead to a method for solving the commonly used multidimensional
error analysis integrals, based on any sampling of the parameter space. We have also shown
how it can be used as the basis of a simple global optimization method. This particular
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Figure 5. (a) A plot of the average number of natural neighbours against the number of
randomly generated points in a space (see text). Calculations were repeated for seven different
dimensions. The solid symbols are the calculated values and the curves are best fit curves of
the form ax

(1+x) . Note how each curve tends to an asymptote when the space is saturated. (b) A
plot of the estimated saturation level (a) of the previous curves as a function of dimension. The
dependence of the saturation level on dimension is exponential, making it extremely difficult to
achieve global sampling of high-dimensional spaces.
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method suffers from a slowing down of the convergence rate as the dimension increases and
is unlikely to be practical in dimensions above 10. However, we have suggested that the
properties of Voronoi cells to adapt to any distribution of nodes in any number of dimensions
makes them worthy of further study.
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